
The Adirondack Collection
 With the Adirondack Collection, you can spend 
less time and money replacing natural garland, 
trees, and wreaths every year. Instead, invest in 
one of our premium artificial designs that will 
provide decades of use.

 The branches display multiple shades of green 
PVC needles that will instantly add a pop of color 
and natural look to any frosty scene. It’s designed 
with battery-operated LED lights that give you 
the flexibility to display it wherever you like. 
Simply unbox, fluff the branches, and enjoy the 
beauty and long-term benefits that come from 
owning an artificial design from Fraser Hill Farm.

Model Number UPC Height Width Description

FFAD036P-0GR 192487241318 3.0 ft 26 in. Potted tree without lighting

FFAD036P-5GR 192487241325 3.0 ft 26 in. Potted tree with Warm White LED Lights

FFAD048P-0GR 192487241332 4.0 ft 39 in. Drum-style potted tree without lighting

FFAD048P-5GR 192487241349 4.0 ft 39 in. Drum-style potted tree with Warm White LED Lights

FFAD060P-0GR 192487241356 5.0 ft 45 in. Drum-style potted tree without lighting

FFAD060P-5GR 192487241363 5.0 ft 45 in. Drum-style potted tree with Warm White LED Lights

   Flame-retardant and non-allergenic materials
   Pot included with all models
   1-year limited warranty



ACCESSORIES INCLUDED WITH ALL MULTI-COLOR MODELS
All multi-color, pre-lit models include a wireless remote control and 
convenient foot remote connected to the power cord. Both allow you 
to control your tree’s display by alternating colors and patterns at the 
touch of a button.

Multi-color trees also feature a sound-activated light show option 
that enables the tree to react to the beat of your favorite holiday 
soundtrack. No propriety app required. Simply place the speaker 
beside the control box and set to music mode with the green light 
shining. Then simply let the Jingle Bells ring out and enjoy the show!

MULTI-COLOR LED LIGHTING
The multi-color LED lights offer the most variety on how your tree 
lights up. You have the option of choosing one color, multiple colors 
or the classic clear display to light up your tree.

CLEAR LED LIGHTING
Produces a clear timeless display and operates off low voltage power. 
The LED bulbs are long lasting so you won’t have to worry about 
replacing them each year.

CLEAR SMART LIGHTING
Includes a system of classic clear bulbs that will remain lit even if one 
burns out. Each bulb projects a brighter light and further accentuates 
the tree as well as all ornaments placed around it.

LIGHTING OPTIONS FOR PRE-LIT MODELS
Eliminate the frustration of untangling your tree’s string lights each year. We offer a variety of 
pre-lit models that includes a system of lights that are already prestrung, evenly distributed 
and bound to frame. Each option offers a variety of color, bulb types and displays from which 
to choose.


